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Abstract— This paper presents a new event-B based approach to reasoning about interaction protocols. We show how an event-B model can be structured from AUML protocol diagrams and then used to give a formal semantic to protocol diagrams which supports proofs of their correctness. More precisely, we give rules for the translation of protocol diagrams into event-B language. In particular, we focus on the translation of messages with response delay, complex messages and protocol’s states. The event-B language allows the definition of invariant describing required interaction properties and provides an automatic proof. By an example of multi-agent systems interaction protocol, we illustrate the proposed translation.
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I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

Multi Agent Systems (MAS) [8] is an area of distributed artificial intelligence that emphasizes the joint behaviors of agents with some degree of autonomy and the complexity arising from their interactions. Most of which require a high level of safety and reliability. It is therefore necessary to follow a strict process of modeling, and formal verification. This allows one to rigorously verify required properties before the implementation. The last few years have seen the emergence of successful specification approaches to reasoning about Multi Agent Systems. Agent UML [13] extends different diagrams of UML [15] to model MAS in four views: Agents, Environment, Interaction and Organization. In particular, Statechart diagrams represent agents behavior in the environment, protocol diagrams that extend sequence diagrams, represent agent interactions and class diagrams model the organization and represent the different agent roles and the relations between them. AUML as a semi formal notation provides many advantages to agent systems design, such as simplified training and unified communication between development teams. However, the fact that AUML lacks a precise semantics is a serious drawback because it does not allow proofs and in consequence, with AUML, we can not verify required properties of interaction protocols in MAS like safety (non deadlock), liveness (precedence relation) and fairness properties. In the other hand, formal methods are the mathematical foundation for software. They increase the quality of applications development and perform the reliability of the applications.

II. RELATED WORK

Several solutions have been proposed for the specification of MAS using formal methods. Bakam [4] proposed to model protocol interactions in MAS with colored petri networks. This formalism is limited by the space explosion which requires some simplification of the model. Regayeg & al. [14] defined a new language based on the Z notation and the linear temporal logic LTL allowing specifications of the internal part of agents and protocol. The problem in using this solution is related to combinatorial explosion in state number in the verification.

In this context, we provide a specification and verification technique for multi-agent systems interaction protocols using AUML protocol diagrams which give readable models and the Event B method to allow verification of required properties which concern agents relations, precedence relations between agents, response delay and protocols states. We give a map from protocol diagrams and their properties to Event B language which allows the definition of invariant properties and provides proof by using a B tool: B4free [5] to ensure that in all the behavior, properties are verified. Hence, AUML models could be verified by analyzing derived Event B specifications. Other works proposed the use of semi-formal and formal method for the design of interaction protocols in MAS. Fadil & al. [7] proposed a solution combining AUML with B AMN [1] (Abstract Machine Notation). Our work is near to the one of [7]. However, we propose translation rules for the concepts of AUML into the notation of the Event B which is more adapted than the B AMN to the specification of MAS as reactive systems. Also, there is a semantic equivalence between messages and interactions in AUML protocol diagram and events in Event B which does not exists with operations in B AMN because operations may be called by the environment. In this paper, we present the proposed Technique. In addition to the translation of messages, agents, relations between messages into Event B, we also propose a solution to model time in Event B. This solution is used to translate messages with delay into Event B. By an example of a Contract-Net protocol [9], we illustrate the proposed technique.

III. AUML OVERVIEW

Agent Unified Modeling Language (AUML) [13] is a graphical modeling language that is being standardized by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [9]
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- Operational specification which describes the way how the system operates, it is composed of an initial state and various transitions represented by events which are spontaneous and which show how the system evolves. An event has a guard and an action. An event is a predicate built on state variables and the action is a generalized substitution which defines a state transition. An event may be activated once its guard evaluates to true and a single event may be evaluated at most once. The system is assumed to be closed and it means that the system does not make any moves on its own (spontaneous and which show how the set of variables evolves over time. An event has a guard and an action. It may occur only when its guard evaluates to true. An event has one of the general forms (Fig. 2) [3] where the select form is just a particular case of the any form.

### Figure 2. General Forms of events in event B

The consistency of an event B model is established by proof obligations which guarantee that the initialization should verify the invariant and that each event should preserve the invariant. The guard and the action of an event define a before-after predicate for this event. It describes relation between variables before the event holds and after this. Proof obligations are produced from events in order to state that the invariant condition is preserved. Let M be an event B model with v being variables, carrier sets or constants. The properties of constants are denoted by P(v), which are predicates over constants, and the invariant by I(v). Let E be an event of M with guard G(v) and before-after predicate R(v, v'). The initialization event is a generalized substitution of the form v: init(v). Initial proof obligation guarantees that the initialization of the machine must satisfy its invariant: init(v) ⇒ I(v).

The second proof obligation is related to events. Each event E, if it holds, it has to preserve invariant. The feasibility statement is illustrated in Lemma 3.1 and the invariant preservation is given in Lemma 3.2. [12]

Lemma 3.1. I(v) ∧ G(v) ∧ P(v) ⇒ ∃v' R(v, v')

Lemma 3.2. I(v) ∧ G(v) ∧ P(v) ∧ R(v, v') ⇒ I(v')

An event B model M with invariants I is well-formed, denoted by M |= I only if M satisfies all proof obligations.

### V. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed technique consists mainly on three steps. In the first step, the MAS interaction protocol is modeled graphically with AUML protocol diagram and required properties are described by the user (liveness and safety invariants). In the second step, the resulting graphical readable model is translated into Event B in incremental development.

This resulting model is enriched by invariants describing relevant properties that will be proved in the third step using the B4free tool [5]. The third step verifies if the resulting B model is consistent with the original protocol.
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model respects the system’s invariants. The verification of these properties ensures the correctness and the validation of the described MAS.

Our main contribution concerns this step which is divided into three sub-steps (Fig. 3): The construction of the B machine static part, the construction of the B machine dynamic part and the generation of the invariants describing required properties (liveness and safety invariants). These invariants will be verified at the third step.

Translating the structure of an A UML protocol diagram embedding the structure of a protocol diagram into event B consists of describing Messages, Agents and Order between messages. These are encoded into event B with a set of Messages, a set of Agents and a set of States. Each message is described as an event. We also consider the type of an event (simple, complex, with response delay). Therefore, some new variables, invariants and events may be added.

**Construction of the B machine static part:** The basic units of the static part are agents, messages and roles. These are encoded into event B with a set of Messages, a set of Agents and a set of States. Each message is described as an event. We also consider the TYPE of a message and the order of messages. Therefore, some new variables, invariants and events may be added.

B events are instantaneous and their effect can cause the occurrence of other events. This copes well with the semantics of AUML protocol diagrams; the sending of a message $m_i$ is instantaneous and thus can lead to the sending of other transitions which has the output places of $m_i$ from their input places. From an agent, a message leads to a new agent and soon. This is embedded in event B by an abstract system whose events correspond to messages.

**Rule 1.** From agents, their messages and roles we generate three sets AGENTS which corresponds to agent’s roles, MESSAGES which corresponds to all messages and STATES_E which corresponds to different states of the system; We add three types of variables: exchanged_msg, hand_name_event and ett. exchanged_msg describes the exchanged messages between agents. It takes the (sender, message, receiver) form, where the sender and the receiver correspond to the names of the agent’s roles. For each system state, identified by the event name, we generate a new variable hand_name_event. This variable takes the value 1 when the event holds and 0 in the other case. The variable ett represents system states.

The variable exchanged_msg is initialized to an empty set, each variable hand_name_event to 0 and the variable ett to event_begin in the INITIALISATION clause.
exchanged_msg, hand_msg1, hand_msg2, ..., hand_msgn, ett

Invariant

Exchanged_msg \in AGENTS \iff (MESSAGES \in AGENTS) \land
hand_msg1 \in N \land \land hand_msg2 \in N \land ett \in STATES_E

Initialisation

exchanged_msg := 0 \land hand_msg1 := 0 \land \land hand_msg2 := 0 \land ...
hand_msgn := 0 \land ett := evt_begin

Construction of the dynamic part: B events are instantaneous and their effect can cause the occurrence of other events. This copes well with the semantic of AUML protocol diagrams. The sending of a message $m_i$ is instantaneous an thus can lead to the sending of other messages which has the output agent of $m_i$ from their input agent.

The dynamic part of the resulting Event B model is derived from simple or complex messages, protocol states and response delay. The result appears in the clause EVENTS.

Rule 2. Event occurrence: For each new event $event_{name\_event}$ we generate a new variable $hand_{name\_event}$. This variable takes the value 1 if the event holds and 0 in the other case.

Rule 3. Simple message: Each message $msg_i$ is added as an event. The guard of this event is composed of a condition on state system defined with the variable $ett$, $hand_{msg_i} = 0$. The action of this event adds the new message to the variable $exchanged_msg$, Updates the variable $ett$ with the new state and Adds $hand_{msg_i} = 1$.

Rule 4. An event just necessarily following another event: For each message $msg_i$ following another $msg_i-1$, we add the condition $hand_{msg_i-1} = 1$ to the guard of the event $msg_i$.

Modeling Complex messages: AUML contains three complex messages types: XOR, AND and OR.

Rule 5. The XOR message: An XOR message consists on sending one or only one message at a same time. For each message XOR, which generates $m_1, m_2, ..., m_n$ messages, we add two events. The first event $Detect_{m1...mn}$ detects one of the messages randomly by using a variable ee that takes the value of one of these messages and assignment it to a variable $msg$; The second event $event_{m1...mn}$ adds the value of the variable $msg$ to the variable $exchanged_msg$.

Rule 6. The AND message: An AND message consists on sending several messages at the same time. If an AND connects a series of messages $m_1, ..., m_n$, then we add to our B model a new event $event_{m1...mn}$ which adds to the variable $exchanged_msg$ all the messages $m_1, ..., m_n$.

Rule 7. The OR message: An OR message consists on sending one or many Messages at the same time. If an AND connects a series of messages $m_1, ..., m_n$, then we add to our B model as many events as possible combinations between messages $m_1, ..., m_n$. Each event adds to the variable $exchanged_msg$ messages of the combination. This message has the same guards and gives the same values to the variables $hand_{msg_i}$ and $ett$. 
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In the following, we focus on the translation of protocol states which are changing depending on the received and sent messages.

**Rule 8.** For each message, we assume that the protocol passes through four states: end, active, error and wait. We add a new set (STATES\_P = {end, active, error, wait}) and a variable protocol modeling protocol states. The action of the event associated to this message will be updated by adding (protocol:=v) where v \in STATES\_P.

The variable protocol takes the value:

- **active** when it is a negotiating message that expects a certain response;
- **end** when it is a message that ends the communication;
- **error** when it is an error message;
- **wait** when it is an XOR type message where each basic message makes the protocol in a different state.

**Modelling time in Event B:** The B machines are sequential systems and it is not possible to dispose of the time along with another activity. To model time in Event B, we need to add a clock which is defined by an event tick and whose role is to advance the time represented by a variable time. We propose to model the parallelism between time and system with interleaving. We introduce a new variable system and the control is given alternatively to the clock when system = 2 and to the system in the other cases. The event detec\_evt sets this variable to 0 and the variable v-e to a Boolean value. If (v-e=FALSE) then the variable system passes to 2 (event AtoA) to increment the time (event tick) but if (v-e=TRUE) then the variable system passes to 4 (event AtoB) to execute the following message. When the time expired, the variable system passes to 3 (event AtoC) to take the hand to the event OFF which be detailed in the following.
Rule 9. For each message with a response delay \( time\_out \), we add three states StateA, StateB and StateC. Three events are added AtoA, AtoB and AtoC. When the system is in stateA and if the message response holds before \( time\_out \), then the system passes to the state B (event AtoB). If nothing happen before \( time\_out \) then the system switches to the state C (event AtoC). We add a precondition \( (time < time\_out) \) to verify that this deadline is still valid. A boolean variable \( v\_e \) takes a random value of a boolean \( tf \) to model response occurrence.

Rule 10. The Deadlock: When no event can be triggered, the system is blocked. That is the deadlock problem. Especially the situation holds when the two conditions: protocol is active and \( (time >= time\_out) \) are verified. To solve this problem, we add a new event OFF, which puts the protocol to end under these conditions and the event ON to ensure the resumption of protocol.

We conclude that the order of rules application respects the diagram shown in Fig. 6.

Filling up the system with properties: In this step, we enrich the model with invariants describing required properties.

The P1 invariant expresses that if \( (system = 2) \), then necessarily the system is in the same state (stateA):

\[
\text{(system}=2) \Rightarrow \text{(state}=\text{stateA})
\]

The P2 invariant expresses that if the system is in the state stateB, then necessary the delay does not yet failed: \( (state = \text{stateB}) \Rightarrow (time < \text{time}_\text{out}) \)

The P3 invariant expresses that if the system is in the state stateC, then necessarily the deadline has arrived: \( (state = \text{stateC}) \Rightarrow (time = \text{time}_\text{out}) \)

The P4 invariant expresses that whenever the system is in CFP state then the protocol is active: \( (ett=\text{evt}_\text{cfp}) \Rightarrow (protocol=\text{active}) \).

The P5 invariant concerns the invariant associated to the complex message type XOR as shown below.

\[
(\forall (msg_1,msg_2), ((ett=\text{evt}_\text{p}) \lor (ett=\text{evt}_\text{r}) \lor (ett=\text{evt}_\text{n})) \land (hand=4) \land (hand\_prn=1) \land msg_1 \in \text{MESSAGES} \land msg_2 \in \text{MESSAGES} \land (agent2 \mapsto \{msg_1 \mapsto \text{agent1}\}) \in \text{exchanged_msg} \land (agent2 \mapsto \{msg_2 \mapsto \text{agent1}\}) \in \text{exchanged_msg} \land msg_1 \in \{\text{propose, refuse, n\_understood}\} \Rightarrow (msg_2 \notin \{\text{propose, refuse, n\_understood}\}))
\]

I. ILLUSTRATION

To illustrate our approach, we present in the following an example of a protocol diagram (Fig.7).

The properties added by the user are:

- Property 1 (safety property): The user can add a property concerning the messages with a response delay. The associated invariant is as follows:

\[
(\forall (msg_1, msg_2), ((ett=\text{evt}_\text{p}) \lor (ett=\text{evt}_\text{r}) \lor (ett=\text{evt}_\text{n})) \land (hand=4) \land (hand\_prn=1) \land msg_1 \in \text{MESSAGES} \land msg_2 \in \text{MESSAGES} \land (agent2 \mapsto \{msg_1 \mapsto \text{agent1}\}) \in \text{exchanged_msg} \land (agent2 \mapsto \{msg_2 \mapsto \text{agent1}\}) \in \text{exchanged_msg} \land msg_1 \in \{\text{propose, refuse, n\_understood}\} \Rightarrow (msg_2 \notin \{\text{propose, refuse, n\_understood}\}))
\]

- Property 2 (safety property): The user can also add a property concerning the XOR messages:
By using the rule 1, we obtain:

MODEL MCnetprotocol

AGENTS = [initiator, participant];
MESSAGES ={cfp, propose, refuse, n_understood, reject_proposal, accept_proposal, inform, failure};
STATE_E = [evt_cfp, evt_propose, evt_refuse, evt_n_understood, evt Reject_accept, evt_ra, evt_inform_failure, evt_if, evt_begin, evt end];
VARIABLES 
\text{exchanged}_{msg}, \text{hand}_cfp, \text{hand}_propose, \text{hand}_refuse, \text{hand}_ra, \text{hand}_d inform failure, \text{hand}_inform failure, \text{hand}_if, \text{hand}_protocol

\text{IN\textsc{variant}} 
\text{exchanged}_{msg} \in \text{AGENTS} \leftrightarrow \{\text{MESSAGES} \leftrightarrow \text{AGENTS}\}
\text{hand}_\text{cfp} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{propose} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{refuse} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{n\_understood} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{reject\_accept} \in \text{N} \wedge 
\text{hand}_\text{reject\_accept} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{ra} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{d\_inform\_failure} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{inform\_failure} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{hand}_\text{if} \in \text{N} \wedge \text{evt} \in \text{STATE}_E

\text{Initialisation} 
\text{\text{exchanged\_msg}} := \exists \emptyset \wedge \text{\text{hand\_cfp}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{hand\_propose}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{hand\_refuse}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{hand\_reject\_accept}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{hand\_ra}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{hand\_d\_inform\_failure}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{hand\_inform\_failure}} := 0 \wedge \text{\text{evt}} := \text{\text{evt\_begin}}

By using the Rules 2, 3 and 4, following events are added.

By using the B4free is used, the events (event_propose, event_refuse, event_n_understood) do not verify the properties 1 and 2 (Fig. 8).

Verification of proof obligations: When the B4free is used, the events do not verify the properties 1 and 2 (Fig. 8).

This is because the initial protocol diagram is not coherent with the specification. So, we have to modify this diagram as shown in Fig. 9, by adding response delay constraint and the Xor message.
II. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a specification and verification technique of multi agent interaction protocols using AUML and Event B. The system is at first modelled with AUML protocol diagrams which is understandable; the resulting model is translated into the Event B notation to verify required properties. This allows one to rigorously verify AUML model by analyzing derived Event B specifications and to prove that the modeled protocol respects all safety and liveness constraints. We have proposed translation rules from AUML protocol diagrams to Event B and we have illustrated these rules over an example: the Contract-Net protocol. Our future focus shall consists of validating transformation rules, studying the correctness of the translation process and proposing other translation rules for concepts that have not yet been considered related to temporal properties.
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